
PRACTICEMATCH PROVIDES A COMPLETE SET OF TOOLS FOR SOURCING, 
RECRUITING, AND RETAINING QUALITY PHYSICIANS. 

These tools allow in-house recruiters and health care organizations of all sizes to decrease costs, find a larger 
volume of better quality candidates, and improve retention. Our tools include the most accurate physician 
databases available, candidate and process-tracking systems, and a trusted online job board with unlimited 
posting opportunities. 

Your subscription to PracticeMatch includes access to:

PinPoint

MedTies

APMatch

AdvPrac

PortFolio

JobMatch

TextMatch

Interviewed Physician Database

Complete Physician Database

Advanced Practitioner Database

Text Message Campaigns

Virtual Fairs Nationwide

Robust Job Board

Emailing, Tracking, and Reporting System

Active Candidate Database

Interviewed physician database consisting of 
over 415,000 residents, fellows, and 
practicing physicians.

Verified AMA, ABMS, and state licensing board 
information on over one million US physicians, 
1,000,000+ of which are currently practicing.

Search for several different providers including:
(NP) (PA) (CNM) (CNS) (CRNA)
AdvPrac database holds contract information on 
over 545,000+ providers nationwide.

Contact qualified candidates in an instant with 
TextMatch. This new service is fully integrated with 
Portfolio, allowing for detailed reporting and 
tracking. Hone in on your precise candidate 
audience, select your message, and send instantly.

APMatch contains detailed contact information, 
profession type, specialty geographic 
preferences and nearly 30,000 advanced 
practitioners across the US.

Exhibit at a live or virtual nationwide career fair to 
take advantage of the perfect opportunity for 
meeting your next hire.

Post jobs on the PracticeMatch Career Center to 
target engaged candidates actively looking for 
their next opportunity - your jobs are cross 
posted to a diverse array of popular job boards.

Data management and reporting system for 
accessing PinPoint, MedTies, and broadcast 
email features with sophisticated applicant 
tracking system.

CareerFairs
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Direct Mail
Looking to add a highly targeted approach 
to filling an open position? Incorporate an 
attractive oversized postcard or letter into 
your sourcing arsenal to capture the interest 
of passive candidates. Our pricing is better 
than ever before! We will handle the rest!

Client Sourcing
Do you have a high priority physician 
search? No time for cold calling? 
Consider adding one of our highly 
trained Client Sourcing Project 
Managers to your in-house 
recruitment team.

Digital Advertising Solutions

Use our highly targeted Smart Banners to 
hone in on actively engaged candidates 
the moment they are searching the job 
board. Determine when your ad is 
displayed based on state or state & 
specialty. Utilize banner ads within 
PracticeMatch.com newsletters and 
website to promote your open position.


